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2021 – Change is in the AIR as we Step Beyond the PAST & the FUTURE!
My focus with my 2021 brief Astrology report & Horoscopes is simply going to
focus on the big planets Jupiter and Saturn as they travel through the exciting
progressive sign of Aquarius, and how their combined force will inspire and
redirect our lives as the year unfolds.

Here is my full article

They meet every 20 years, but this time is uber rare as they are moving into a
fresh cycle of their story in AIR signs (previous cycle was 1226!), and over the
coming decades will bring about the true dawning of The Age of Aquarius!
Thus in 2021 we are poised between the past and the future, as we farewell a 220 year period of their meetings in
the EARTH signs, which has driven the intrinsic urge for owning and possessing and controlling material world
goodies. It’s all been about business and commerce and making money right?
Aquarius opens a completely new ‘magnetic field’ energy, where the instinctive urge for freedom and liberation
will drive us to reject old models and systems…and invent new ones. Very exciting! It’s the new order emerging
from the old order breaking down. The key to managing this fluxing Aquarian energy is to stay objective!
Indeed in 2021 AIR signs are extra prominent as communication planet Mercury does his three retrograde
periods in the AIR signs. Make a note of these in your diary NOW so you can be prepared for upset travel plans,
techno glitches and assorted issues re delays in connections and all that stuff. The dates are January 30 to Feb 21
in Aquarius; - May 29 to June 22 in Gemini; - Sep 27 to October 18 in Libra. At best these are periods when we can
work on and work up our new ideas, connections with fab new interesting people and groups…and life plans!
AIR rules communication, networking, technologies, breath, group connections, debate, ideas, and the flow &
spread of information. We’re moving in to a startling era where new technologies and revolutionary ideas will
bring warp speed changes so we must be willing to step up and embrace change as we let go of the past. It is time
to awaken your urge to invent, innovate, experiment, be original and unique. It is a year when we are ready ‘for
the ideas whose time has come’!!!
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As for Jupiter and Saturn they are traditionally known as the “Great Karmic Lords”…or “lawmakers”. Jupiter who
brings us gifts and opportunities to expand our lives, and Saturn who brings us tests, reality checks and his gift of
commitment to build new forms. So yes they are polarized forces who can appear to sort of cancel each other
out…if you know what I mean. Jupiter is the visionary risk taker. Saturn sets boundaries and develops the plan!
However when they work together they are a formidable team as Jupiter opens new territory and then Saturn
helps us do the work to develop this. Get the idea? So at best they are a marvelous combination.
Jupiter’s cycle is 12 YEARS. Saturn’s cycle is 28/29 YEARS. Their cycle together is 20 years and underpins the
prevailing influences upon ‘the collective society’ over these 20 year periods. I cover lots more fascinating insights
about their influence in the section after your Horoscopes.
Jupiter will be in Aquarius for ONE year – all of 2021 – he does dip into the next sign Pisces between May & July.
Saturn will be in Aquarius for TWO years – until March 2023 – he did dip into Aqua between April to June 2020.
Aquarius is the AIR sign containing the impulse to innovation and original ideas that dare to be different from the
conventional as they stimulate fresh change. It rules the connection to our ‘higher mind’ and quantum source.
Aquarius governs the ‘universal consciousness’ that ‘we are all one’ amidst an interconnected system of creation.
Spot on right?! Hence Aquarius is the sign of humanitarianism where Leo must send its’ creative impulse to uplift
and improve community and society. This meant to be the true purpose of our leaders of society. This is why
Aquarius is associated with ‘Politics’ and Leo the political leaders, and why we will see a whole new type of leader
emerge over coming years.
So, Saturn heading into Aquarius will launch a new phase of reform and change collectively, with an increase in
‘civil disobedience’ and activism in response to the growing right-wing nationalism and authoritarianism. He will
bring a shift away from traditional business/government to a society that’s principled and based on sound values. It’s
about people power, and grass roots movements, rather than entitlement and elite rule.

Aquarius is ruled by the modern planet Uranus - the God of Chaos who ‘gives birth to
new archetypes’ to stimulate the constant process of creation as old Saturn forms and
structures outlive their usefulness. Thus his process brings us revolutions and periods of
upheaval as the old order resists the Aquarian impulse, and the first three months of
2021 may indeed contain this process. But in due course the ‘new impulse’ filters through
into the collective and things settle down, which should also be the case by May.
The New Moon on February 11th contains a bobby dazzler of planets in Aquarius with
Sun Moon Mercury Venus Jupiter Saturn ALL in Aquarius! The last time we had this much Aquarian energy was in
Feb 1962 during the exciting period of the J. F. Kennedy Presidency.
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Just be aware that physically Aquarius governs the ‘electrical nervous system’, so we’ll need lots of calming
practices to manage anxiety and time out from IT & social media to rest and reflect and dream.
Before we head into the Horoscopes just a quick overview of the Astrology cycles and their process…
Astrology is the ancient science that observes the influence of the cycles of the planets in our ‘Solar SYSTEM’, and
how these create our personal and global EVOLUTION. It is not fortune telling as it does not tell us what will
happen!
Rather we use Astrology for objectively outlining the influences of the planets in their ‘areas of activity’, so we can
be in the right place at the right time to take advantage of the cycles as they unfold through our lifetimes. This
saves us lots of time and energy so we can go with the flow and take advantage of the unfolding influences rather
than swim against the current.
I also add some psychological tools to help us use our innate qualities for our highest good, so we get better and
better at being who we really are as authentic individuals!
Think of the Solar SYSTEM as an Atom with the Sun in the CENTER
powering the System and the planets as ELECTRONS. So our Horoscope
is our personal ATOM, and our atom is part of the collective system of
humanity. The more conscious we become of our ATOMIC influence the
more we can contribute to empowering the collective
ATOM…HUMANITY.
So when I mention planets at work in your life they are the ‘magnetic ingredients’ that are impelling your growth
and evolution. Each planet has its cycle each year.
•

The Sun is the 1 year cycle – it opens on March 21st each year with Sun in Aries at the Vernal Equinox

•

The New Moon has a 28 day cycle and moves through the Zodiac signs month by month

•

Mercury has a 1 year cycle - retrogrades three times a year – in Air signs for 2021

•

Venus has a 1 year cycle – so moves through all 12 signs

•

Mars has a 2 year cycle – moves through 8 signs in 2021 – Taurus to Sagittarius

•

Jupiter has a 12 year cycle – currently in Aquarius for a year

•

Saturn has a 28 year cycle – currently in Aquarius until March 2023

•

Uranus has an 84 year cycle – currently in Taurus – until July 2025 moves into Gemini

•

Neptune has a 164 year cycle – currently in Pisces – until April 2025 moves into Aries

•

Pluto has a 246-year cycle! – currently in Capricorn – until March 2023 moves into Aquarius

Note that in 2025 the three outer planets known as the ‘Evolutionary Lords’ will be in Fire and Air signs!
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Here is a visual model of the 12 signs so you can see the SYSTEM and how each sign is part of this system of
wholeness in each of us as we all contain these core ingredients.
These ingredients become highlighted when we have the Sun or Moon or Ascendant sign in any of them. So make
sure to read your Sun sign AND Moon sign AND Ascendant sign, and if you do not know these book a session to
find out your Moon and Rising sign!

I am excited to invite you to join my Universal Astrology E-learning Course. It contains the sum total of my 30+
years of knowledge & experience incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered Emotional Healing Models…with
webinars & lots of recordings!

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance…
If you would like to make a donation toward this article and my monthly newsletters I am very grateful to you.
Thank you so much and I wish you peace and love in your life in 2021
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As you kids are the pioneers of the Zodiac your job is to ‘start up’ the engines of
2021 progress as the brave entrepreneurs who pioneer new territory as you love
and need a challenge. You are the first of the Fire signs the others being Leo &
Sagittarius, but it is Aries who ‘make things happen’ in the world so others can then
build upon your initial impulse.
You are about to have an amazing year that brings an exciting wave of stimulating new people and ideas into your
life. Just make sure any new person or idea is true to values that offer results to improve our world…not just
feather your or their own nest. Therein lays one of your major life lessons my friends, the other involves your
opposite sign Libra where you must learn to co-operate with partners so you can co-create your projects. Yes, you
are an independent being who needs freedom to release your fire into the world, but this year you need to think
like a group player if you are to get the best from the opportunities on the way! It is time to ‘find your tribe’.
‘Lucky’ Jupiter’s job is to expand, and open new territory and as he heads through the sign of Aquarius this year,
he activates your 11th House of “humanitarian activity, groups and society, hopes and wishes”, where he is very
happy as his drive and enthusiasm is a great fit for you. His previous cycle here was in 2009 so check your memory
for insights. You are now free to socialize and network to your heart’s content, meeting splendid new people and
in some cases take up a whole new role in your community. The only caution here to just watch the tendency to
take on too many projects or new people and over commit yourself…then figure out how to say no lol.
This favours working in teams or groups toward a common goal and as Jupiter is a
teacher/mentor guy, put your hand up if you can offer guidance or your skills to a
community project or social cause, or perhaps this can play out in your workplace. As the
11th house also triggers the need to play with innovative inventive ideas and cutting-edge
knowledge this can be an extraordinary time to break through into a whole new world view.
This is also the arena of politics so perhaps it is time to run as an ‘independent’ for a social
issue that inspires your true values.
So, the time is finally right to activate a series of innovations or launch your new life. You will be amazed and
delighted by generous offers of friendship and invitations to be part of ‘humanitarian’ projects where you can use
your courage and entrepreneurial skills to improve or bring reform.
You will not be interested in the same old scenarios and people stuck in old paradigm scripts. In fact, you will be
impatient with them and may find you need to let go of some people, which you will do with good grace and best
wishes! In this fabulous phase stay very fluid and open to all kinds of options as they present themselves.
Jupiter does enter Pisces briefly from mid-May to late July for a brief taste into your behind-the-scenes 12th House,
so this offers a respite from busy times for some reflective time out, rest and gestating new ideas. He then heads
back into Aquarius in August for the rest of 2021. So, make the most of fun stuff this year!
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As Jupiter is one of the big players in the ‘2021 Aquarian Revolution’ as he joins his big mate Saturn you are set for
a big green light of stimulating new frontiers. So, let’s talk about Saturn!
Saturn entered Aquarius also in late December 2021 until late 2023, and as his 28/9-year cycle underpins our
major structural growth, wherever he is active we are developing that territory and it is also your 11th House
where Jupiter is travelling. Think back to when Saturn moved through Aquarius in 1991-4 for insights on his cycle
in our life. He confronts us with our fears and limitations so we may transcend them and achieve true liberation by
learning how to use his masterful essence to build meaningful structures…in this case how you fit into society.
It is time to take responsibility for your role in the world as a serious player in
group dynamics by stepping into your power as the mover shaker that you are by
nature. Your energy can magnetize people to work together for the revolutionary
changes currently unfolding as you teach and lead groups for the awakening into
new levels of conscious energy manifestation!
There is a good chance you will be attracted to a ‘cause’ or inspiring group whose
work triggers fresh inspiration, as you also notice yourself pulling out from old
situations you have outgrown. Your mantra is “I am free to be an individual AND find my role in society.”
There is an irony here as we are meant to become ‘group conscious’ in this process hence my mention of teaching
or leading them, however it also can be tricky to work with others dear Aries, as sometimes co-workers and friends
can feel like they are getting in the way of a desire for freedom to do things your way. So just watch out for this
one. Therein lies a Saturn lesson as you also must take responsibility for being a ‘strong centre’ for others at this
time. So perhaps your ‘cause’ could involve refugees or abandoned people or animals or some such…get the idea?
As the 11th House is also associated with Aquarian ‘brilliant and inventive ideas’, you will also begin to get seriously
interested in new techno territory and solutions for improving our collective outcomes over coming years…and
goodness knows we sure need plenty of this!
Traditionally the 11th is the house of ‘hopes and wishes fulfilled and your ideals and objectives in life’. Saturn’s 3year sojourn here offers the reality of whether you have worked effectively to attain these ideals, and if you have
stayed true to them and prepared the ground well then you will bring them to fruition during this period. However,
if you find your expectations fall short and you feel disappointed with yourself then maybe it is time to review your
hopes and dreams and plant some new ones.
The one area to be wary is money and early 2021 is not a great time to borrow or lend money, especially Jan 20th,
Feb 11th through 17th. Upside here offers strategic innovative ideas to improve finances…cautiously!
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Your year gets off to a power packed start in January when Saturn…the Lord of
structure joins Jupiter…the Lord of expansion and opportunity for the first time
since 1226 to begin our new global revolution! This will trigger the government and
economic systems that run our planet to commence implementing much needed
new reforms…and this is great news as our system is so very broken!
Taurus is the first of the three earth signs – then comes Virgo and lastly Capricorn, but you kids are the
quintessential earth children who love nature and gardens and all things that beautify our world…like art & music.
You are the environmentalists of our world who are meant to nurture and protect nature and build sustainable
platforms for others to work within. You can also be profoundly stubborn as Taurus is a ‘fixed’ sign so incredibly
strong and determined right? This can drive others to distraction of course, but this is also a useful quality when
you need to dig your heels in and go the distance about things you believe in that matter!
Taurus also rules everything to do with VALUES including money and the correct use of resources, which is why
you are one of the financial signs…the other being Scorpio your opposite sign. So yes, you guys and gals are up for
a tremendously important year as both nature AND financial systems are ready for a radical overhaul and you are
about to step onto centre stage with the ideas and tools to get this done.
By the way if your Sun is in Taurus then these features drive your creative expression. If your Moon is in Taurus,
you are instinctively driven to operate in these areas as this is your Soul memory and thus familiar.
Expansionary Jupiter now ignites his once in 12-year advancement for your 10th house of "career, achievement,
honour, responsibility & Dharma…or your work in the world". So here is your big chance to get your vision and
creative projects out into the world or launch a new career! Or you may simply feel excited and highly creative
around your work as fresh aspiration ignites your goals...and ambition! Jupiter can bring international
opportunities so you may travel to share knowledge or reach out to a global audience! This is a success period with
excellent timings in February so do not miss out on this rare period as SIX planets line up in your career zone!
You may receive business opportunities to activate fresh innovative territory to launch you further down the path
toward the brand-new paradigm or upgrade your existing systems. The last time Jupiter travelled through this zone
of your life was 12 years ago in 2009 so check in with your memory for insights on what happened then. It is also
time to educate yourself about new financial systems and options as we head into the digital money age.
The temptation with Jupiter is to try to make things too big or take on too much, so be selective and stay in
alignment with your values when choosing options and accepting opportunities and the people who bring them.
Another little word of caution involves Jupiter and his big mouth and strong ambition so make sure your goals are
realistic and you don’t promise more than you absolutely know you can deliver!
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As you step into 2021 and Jupiter opens your brilliant career sector you also have his mate Saturn entering this
arena until late 2023 overhauling your goals and aspirations and offering enormous promise for achieving success
and bringing home the prize you have been working toward for the past 15 years…yes that long. This is when he
was back in Leo between 2005-07 and you laid the foundations for a major new phase.
His 28-9-year cycle now brings you to ‘the top’ of the mountain or the mid heaven of your chart - a threshold
between the past and the future. On the one hand this is an achievement period where you can reap rewards for
your efforts, whilst it is also a ‘crisis of re-orientation’ as you must also start dreaming up your future.
Yes, this placement contains a bit of a conundrum, as you need to split your
awareness between doing the work to achieve within your current framework AND be
alert for ideas and clues for new options, which you also need to put into place at the
same time. Saturn in your career zone will certainly help you to achieve authority and
results if you are willing to practice a bit of good old-fashioned commitment and hard
work! Promotions and greater responsibility can feature here with the provision to
make sure you are up for any extra pressure this may involve.
By the way, Saturn has not been in this career zone of your life since 1991-94 so if you were out and about back
then check your memories of how your career options changed for clues.
Saturn can also offer a re-structuring process, and this could apply if your current goals or work situation are not
measuring up to expectations. Perhaps you may need to take a good look at what is not working and why, and
then re-organize your priorities or systems to be more effective, or as this is an Aquarian phase you may need to
add some fresh innovative ideas or technology to your enterprises.
If you are thoroughly disillusioned or bored with your current gig, then again ask a few questions so you can get
clearer about who you really are and what you really want to direct your wonderful generous energy toward. Our
world is programmed to keep most people stuck in ‘limited reality’ doing jobs they don’t like with people they
don’t enjoy right? 2021 is time to ‘think outside the box’ and claim your authenticity and authority in your field.
As a Taurus you have a natural interest in commerce or simply enjoy building things that add beauty to our world,
so maybe you are ready to get involved in community projects where your gifts and skills can be utilized. There are
so many areas for you to play in during 2021 in this edgy changing world where old industries are dying, and new
ones being born and developed. Never has the time been better for healing our natural world with inventive
solutions and this is just your territory!
Saturn is at odds with Uranus on Feb 17th, June 14th & Dec 24th when you will be challenged to move away from
traditional ways of doing things to embrace what is unique, different, and forward-thinking and take on a position
or role of rebellion or protest. 2021 is not a year when you’re going to sit back and do nothing!
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OK so let’s start with the fact that 2021 contains the biggest shift in human
affairs in many an era courtesy of the meeting of Jupiter with Saturn in Aquarius
for the first time since 1226…yep, an awfully long time ago!
So, it’s no surprise that current chaotic events in all levels of human and global
affairs reflect the crisis that always accompanies such major evolutionary
‘moments’ in history. On the upside remember that crises also contain opportunity, right?!
This is where you come into your power during 2021 dear Gemini as the bright lights who shine the path to the
future by sharing the ideas and information that will re-vitalize our old broken systems. You are the first of the AIR
signs, the others being Libra & Aquarius and all AIR signs will be in great form this year as they stimulate the
collective narrative with fresh thoughts and conversations. But it is you Gemini folks who are the teachers and
educators of the Zodiac to inspire and motivate others! Knowledge is power right?
By nature, you are clever and quick and versatile and never happier than when free to move around the planet
physically and mentally as you are ‘the connectors’ of our world, who gather ‘data’ and share and communicate
ideas. And you get to do this big time in 2021 as the Jupiter Saturn in Aquarius team are about to stimulate your
world big time! And as you have just spent the past few years in a more behind the scenes phase this is great news
as you are now more empowered than ever before to ‘do your thing’.
Jupiter is known as ‘the lucky planet’ as he opens fresh territory and expands our horizons as he moves through his
12-year cycle, spending a year in each sign. So, as the Galaxy King Jupiter strides into your zone of ‘higher
learning, knowledge, purpose and meaning’ he brings a positive expansive force loaded with fresh
opportunities. So, this year brings great potential for success in the worlds of publishing, the media, politics, and
the Law. The last time he zapped through this zone was in 2009 so check your memory banks for insights.
Aquarius is the sign of humanitarian, environmental and ethical ventures and ultimately it is the sign of the
collective. Jupiter is extraordinarily happy here as he is the ‘natural ruler’ of this area of your life, which explains
why you are never happier than when free to explore and share ideas and concepts that stretch the boundaries of
‘same old same old’ and allow yourself to embrace your inventive mind. Generally this 2021 phase is set to open
an amazing new wave of revolutionary ideas and technologies to ‘awaken’ us to the need for conscious cooperation as we move into the future, and there are so many ways you can be part of this process!
Jupiter here can open a new study phase, or you are ready to share your knowledge with an on-line course. Or
perhaps you can create a blog or podcast and reach out to others and build a community group. As this area is also
associated with ‘beliefs’ you may decide to explore a spiritual path that nurtures you or at the very least you will
find you begin to question what indeed you do ‘believe in’ and how your beliefs underpin your purpose and
meaning for how you operate in the world.
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So this is all great and very exciting and you will feel highly motivated to connect with others this year. So this year
is indeed your opportunity to speak up and out, so ask yourself ‘what is my message – what do I need to say’?
But if I may offer a small caution here friends, and that is due to Jupiter’s tendency to be a bit of a know-it-all and
‘preach the gospel’ whether others wish to hear your version of ‘the truth’ or not…so remember to take a breath
and shut your mouth if you get the vibe that your audience isn’t ready or willing to hear what you have to say.
Your ruling planet is Mercury features big time when he also enters Aquarius on January 8th through to March 15th
as he goes retro between January 30th and February 21st. So all of the above is uber active for the first 3 months
of your year to open fresh goodies. And the New Moon in Aquarius on February 11th is an outstanding date as
there’s a stellium of six planets in Aquarius. This mega line-up of Aquarius planetary energy hasn’t been so strong
since 1962. Focus on the future as 2021 gets underway and have the confidence to plan ahead.
OK so let’s add our other big player to the story as ambitious Saturn also joins Jupiter in Aquarius in this same
zone of your life, except he will be here until late 2023! He is the hard working, goal-setting guy who offers his
strength and focus to help you build form around the territory Jupiter is opening.
His 29-year cycle means he has not been in your house of ‘higher learning and beliefs’
since between 1991-93 if you are over 30, and if not, then this is your first time! As Saturn
is known as the ‘taskmaster’ who helps us build and construct our lives his message is you
must be prepared to do some work and be a responsible “seeker after new horizons” and,
also review and maybe make some changes to your core beliefs if they are too rigid or do
not allow for acceptance and tolerance of other peoples’ view of the world.
As Jupiter is awakening your questing spirit to seek a fresh phase for the meaning and purpose of your life, Saturn
asks you to commit and set goals one you get clear about this. He offers a strong call to deliver your knowledge or
expertise and step up into your ‘authority’ in your chosen field. This can have possible international options…think
of yourself as ready to export yourself and your brilliant new enterprises or invite investment from abroad.
You’ve already experienced Saturn in Aquarius as he was here briefly between March 22nd to July 1st 2020, so
think back to what was happening then. Yes it was the beginning of ‘social distancing’, and we were all challenged
to find fresh ways of connecting with others etc., but it also opened a new wave of options for re-inventing
ourselves. This next 3 year period can be an excellent phase for setting new long term plans that may involve
committing to gaining new qualifications, so keep this in mind.
Downside Saturn brings up our fears and limiting beliefs, so it is important to ‘feel the fear and do it anyway’ as
they say! Just watch out for when Saturn squares off with revolutionary Uranus- Feb 17th, June 14th & Dec 24th
bringing the major changes that inspire freedom from old limiting systems, but it’s wise to avoid challenging the
status quo or trying to break the rules around these dates OK?
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Greetings dear Crabs as we venture forth into the future as the Karmic Lords
Jupiter and Saturn meet in Aquarius for the first time since 1226 - yes 800 years
ago. Aquarius is the sign of progressive ideas that revolutionize and re-invent
our world and the highest expression here brings us a new sustainable
consciousness to drive our global evolution! So, change is in the air…as they say.
Cancer is the first of the 3 WATER signs, followed by Scorpio and Pisces so you
are all ‘the feelers’ of our world whose innate relationship to the nourishing and cohesive function is essential to
support healthy systems in all the other elemental kingdoms of life. But you are also the Cardinal water sign so
extra strong as you join Libra, Capricorn and Aries as the ‘movers and shakers’ who activate worldly affairs.
So, you are naturally attracted to commercial & corporate life and often build family businesses, or at least work
super hard to provide for those you love…be they blood connected or the families you build wherever you go!
Over the past few years, you have done some major expansion plus hard work and re-structuring in your lives
involving career goals and primary relationships and now it is time to develop your ‘power’ as you move forward.
‘King of the Gods’ Jupiter is the planet of expansion into new horizons whose 12-year cycle means he spends a
year in each sign. During 2021 he dives into your 8th house of ‘shared resources’ and one of the money areas of
your life. As Jupiter is in the innovative sign of Aquarius this it is time to think of original ways to make life easier
for yourself financially so think outside of the box and look for new ideas that free up your time or energy. As this
is also the area concerned with ‘legacies and inheritances’ this can also bring unexpected gains!
Jupiter is the planet of abundance, so he is great for money partnerships or creating alliances that boost your
financial well-being and potentially to set up joint ventures. He brings the opportunity to learn new options and
get smart in all areas regarding money, to find ways you can cut expenses or excessive charges and build for the
future, so stay alert for smart people and ideas who can help you do this. Whatever your current financial
situation, do not lose hope or faith.
Jupiter says there is no point sitting back and waiting for ‘the Universe to provide’ but rather take a proactive
approach to owning the power of your prosperity consciousness. Aquarius is the sign linked to the ‘collective’ so
opportunities may arise by learning more about trading and sharing resources within your local community.
Also be aware that this zone of your life is a private behind the scenes area, so don’t be dismayed if you are not
inspired to be out and about in the world as this is a period of ‘preparation’ and building power before you launch
into an amazing growth period once Jupiter heads out into the world again in 2022. So…chill out kids and use your
period of retreat wisely! Another lovely feature of this 8th house zone involves ‘intimacy’ and our capacity for
allowing and surrendering to our softer more vulnerable feelings so we can allow others to nurture and support us.
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You are a tender Soul who sometimes protects this with “I’m strong and my job is to take care of everyone else”,
so perhaps it is time to let others be there for you sometimes!
Now let’s talk about good old Saturn who now also steps into this same area of your life until late 2023. As
Jupiter opens and expands fresh growth, it is Saturn who will help you re-define and redesign your power
structures and the people and their resources that will help you grow from here. He is not an easy guy to spend
time with as his tendency to seriousness and constraint does not make for fun and frivolity. He can be hard work!
But he is the ‘great teacher’ once we get what he is trying to teach us and his lesson is all about power and the
classic expressions of power…namely money, sex, and control. The money bit means you now get to deal with how
and where you are tangled up in other people’s finances so you can restructure where necessary.
Sometimes this involves paying the tax- man or wrangling over settlements, and if you keep a spirit of karmic debts
being fulfilled, this can help manage your urge for retribution if you have been controlled or manipulated! Sorry if
it sounds like this is all going to be difficult, because it does not have to be! The simple call is it is time for a reality
check about you and how you manage resources and any old karmas that need to be released. Sometimes this can
play out as having to be more responsible financially and emotionally, however with the positive force of Jupiter
on side remember to stay positive as you also deal with reality checks!
Be aware that as Saturn challenges change agent Uranus on Feb 17th, June 14th, Dec 24th these are dates to
double check that you’re not putting your money at risk. Uranus is impulsive and spontaneous and urges you to act
fast. Yet, you’re wise to think things through carefully before you loan money or commit to a business contract.
This is a period of transformation as you journey deep into your unconscious fears and feelings, so they no longer
have the power to control you! The result is a re-birth as a very grown-up Cancer who is in their power. Fabulous.
True power is an inner state that arises from our deepest core once we feel safe and secure! Saturn is teaching you
to let go of trying to keep everything and everyone under control, because once we stop controlling and
manipulating, we can invite warmth and closeness with others. Then they will support us, and we will feel valued
and then we’ll feel powerful…got it?
The other important gift from Saturn offers learning how to control and
deepen your mind and ideas. Traditionally the 8th house is called the house
of the ‘Occult’ which simply means knowledge which is hidden or veiled.
It concerns the true workings of how to use our mind to create ‘thought
forms’ and then concentrate our mind through meditation to attract &
magnetize the people and resources needed to bring our initial idea into ‘form’. So, this is an amazing time to
study these matters to empower your mind and mouth way beyond everyday trivial matters of gossip and inane
nonsense. Indeed, you will notice you are becoming impatient with silly people and stupid ideas!
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Greetings dear lion-hearted ones I am sure you’ll be happy to know you finally
have some fresh goodies on the way after all the hard work and seemingly
endless slog of the past few years!
2021 will revitalize your life courtesy of a major burst of brand-new
opportunities as Jupiter joins Saturn in Aquarius to help you take your projects
out into the world and bring some fab new people in to help you.
Leo is the second of the FIRE signs, and along with your mates Aries and Sagittarius you are the energy
kings/queens of the Zodiac who motivate and drive the world with your passion and creativity in your chosen field.
You are also a FIXED sign (the others are Taurus, Scorpio, and Aquarius) and this provides your tenacity and
endurance…and stubbornness for that matter lol. Thus, you need Taurean healthy self-worth, Scorpio safe power
and Aquarian inventiveness all working together to realise the best of your potential as the leaders of our world.
From January our global systems will begin a huge revolutionary period as Jupiter joins Saturn in Aquarius. I have
christened this new beginning as our ‘next great awakening’ as the meeting of Saturn with Jupiter in Aqua has not
happened since 1226 when the ‘world turned’ and the dark ages gave rise to the medieval period and the geopolitical power structures morphed into a new phase.
Needless to say, this is where your leadership skills are about to come into play! The news is the old brand of
leadership has become obsolete in the face of a rising tide of public disillusionment with the corrupt dudes who
currently run the broken system, and the expectation for ‘conscious governance’ that drives co-operation to solve
the many issues of our time. So, get excited Leo you are about to shine and radiate your strength and power to
light the way into our new era!
The Galaxy Kind Jupiter is known as ‘the lucky planet’ who now lights up your 7 th House of ‘partnerships, public
life, marketing and PR’ during 2021. His 12-year cycle means he spends a year in each sign so this year is one of his
extra special periods for you as you will see, so cast your mind back to 2009 for insights of his last visit to your
relationship zone. Jupiter’s process opens fresh territory and lifts our spirits with a fresh sense of optimism as he
psychologically drives us to dare to grow and expand our lives. BTW Aquarius is your opposite sign so here we see
the essential process for Leo creativity needing to be driven by Aquarian originality and ingenuity.
Traditionally Jupiter in your 7th house of relationship is great for marriage and alliances so now is the time to
magnetize positive successful people into your world for mutual growth and prosperity, so it is time to invite
support from others, rather than go it alone. Meanwhile sometimes his ‘opportunity’ may involve releasing old
situations that have outlived their time to make way for positive new ones, and Jupiter helps make it easier do so
with good grace and gratitude for time spent and lessons learnt…got it?
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This opens a prosperous period for growth in all areas of life after 6 years of development so use 2021 for PR and
marketing or promoting your brand, and generally brings lots of fun and social goodies. Just watch out for his
tendency to extremes and the urge to say yes to all the offers or opportunities flying in the door. His timing here is
excellent for legal matters as long as you have all angles covered and good representation.
The more you open your heart in 2021 you will attract fab people to enhance your own life in a positive way.
Jupiter is telling you that good fortune comes into your life when you make strong connections and partnerships.
On the New Moon in Aquarius on February 11th we have SIX planets in Aquarius so stay tuned for bells & whistles
for what may be sudden changes and fab new people to zap you forward during February.
As Jupiter brings his exciting growth to your partnership zone, Saturn in Aquarius
follows behind him to help you build and strengthen these new alliances! He will be
here until late 2023. His 28/9-year cycle means he was last in this zone between 1991-3.
So check back to see where you were at then and if you’re a young lion then this is his
first time here. Yep, this is a long cycle and Saturn is a pretty serious kind of dude who
offers great gifts if we’re willing to step up into his maturing vibe and take responsibility
where we need to, and sometimes let go of some if we are carrying other people who
won’t take responsibility for their own lives and outcomes.
The major feature here involves making some decisions about exactly who you need in your life to take forward
from here. It is wise to take a minute to reflect on your current ‘role’ in all your close associations and check in to
make sure you are happy in these. If you are that’s great and you will experience a deepening of your commitment
to make things stronger than ever.
If you ain’t so happy then it is reality check time, and you’ll begin to feel the urge to either call out partners
(business and personal) who aren’t pulling their weight, aren’t supporting you or simply constrain your
endeavours. Just be aware that sometimes partners and others who appear to block or limit our lives are actually
offering us a mirror or excuse for why we’re not getting on with being amazing!
The message here is don’t project your fears onto others and make them the problem, and then you may allow
them to help and support you with your goals. The big evolution here also involves knowing what your needs are
(write a list) and then believing it is safe for you to ask for your needs to be met! If you are too needy and expect
others to take care of this then partners may be the ones calling you out.
Another feature here involves being honest if you are too bossy and controlling…who you…never! This creates a
pattern where nobody ever ‘gets it right’ or lives up to your high expectations so they underperform and drive you
even more crazy. Shifting this set up requires giving up being ‘the Boss’ and beginning to treat people as
competent adults, and then hey presto they become exactly this. If you are on the other end of this pattern and
have a bossy controlling partner, you won’t be willing to play the game much longer!
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We are about to step into the most significant year in modern history as
Jupiter and Saturn meet in the sign of Aquarius to announce a revolution
in global geo-political affairs, thus the tensions are palpable as our oldworld order is breaking down so a new one can be born!
As structural Saturn meets expansive Jupiter in January the bell will ring
on this new era of startling change for the first time since 1216…yep that
long, hence why it is a big deal!
Aquarius is the sign of humanitarian, environmental and ethical ventures. Ultimately it is the sign of the collective,
and to embrace this we must acknowledge the common humanity that unites us. “We are all ONE says Aquarius”!
So how can you use this huge new wave of fresh energy dear Virgo becomes your 2021 question!
You are one of the EARTH signs with your fellow Taurus and Capricorns, thus your job is to develop the practical
systems that run our planet, so we find you working in all manner of service and health industries, along with
engineering, money management and let’s not forget your passion for animals and their welfare. The keyword for
Virgo is “I serve”.
Once every 12 years the prosperous lucky King Jupiter comes calling to each of our 12 life sectors, and as he
ventures through Aquarius now spends 2021 in your 6th house of "daily routine, work, service, and health". His
positive optimistic spirit is set to expand and increase your confidence so you can afford to really step up and
forward toward your potential as fresh opportunities come your way through 2021.
This can bring a promotion or improvement in your working conditions, and generally this is an optimistic phase
that invites you to introduce clever inventive new solutions in your workplace if you are willing to step outside of
old boxes! The keynote here is change and innovation that can bring radical solutions to existing systems and to do
this you may have to give up your tendency to being the humble low-key kid in the room and speak up and offer
your ideas…and believe you will be heard!
Jupiter is also the God of writing, teaching, and publishing as he loves to share and disseminate his message to
inspire others so put your hand up to organize team projects, run seminars or perhaps you are heading off to
training courses to enhance your work-related goals.
If you aren’t in love with your work this is a great time to check in with your higher self/Soul and ask for inspiration
for “how can I serve” and as signals arise allow yourself to think about the practical steps you need to take to
create the meaningful service for your life!
This is also a great cycle for good health and/or improving it! Once again, this is a learning curve so do your
research about which diets suit you best for wellness and understanding of the origins of your psycho/emotional
health, which for you kids means expressing your feelings in a healthy way and not bottling them up!
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Our other main 2021 player is Mr Achiever Saturn who joins Jupiter
in Aquarius thus he also now begins to slide through this same zone
of your life until late 2023.
Saturn’s job is to develop and build upon the things his mate Jupiter
opens so heads up for this once in 29-year period of major growth and
achievement in your daily work and career. He asks you to embrace
ambition, commit your energy, set goals and be willing to work hard
to get there!
He also makes you get very real about whether your current work is delivering and fulfilling your creative mojo and
joy, and if not, what are you going to do about it? If you’re feeling stale and that you have outgrown your current
role then the innovative force of Aquarius is just what you need to say yes to release stale outmoded situations
and step off the edge into new possibilities. As he also brings up fears that limit us you may need to do some reprogramming here along the lines of “I am free to be successful as I grow my life goals”.
Saturn brings us practical planning and strategic insight as his gift and yes, increased responsibility can come along
with Saturn’s package so it’s ok to say no if you do not want this. Indeed, sometimes with Saturn here folks decide
to retire or cut back on duties and working so damn hard lol.
If you are up for a significant growth process, then say yes and go for it if you’re prepared to put in some hard work
with a serious commitment to build your potential without necessarily receiving the praise about how fabulous
you are just yet. This will begin to come in after late 2023 when Saturn enters Pisces, and you are ready to
promote the projects you are developing over this next 2 years.
This is also why you really need to care for your health during his phase, so you don’t burn out because you’re
taking things way too seriously. Yes, you are in a responsible phase but hey, Virgo remember to enjoy the process
and have some fun along the way, or you stress out your nervous system ok? And let’s not forget your tendency to
‘worry & fret’ my friends. This one absolutely has to go as it is the complete opposite of having faith and trust in
yourself! Lots of sleep, good food & friends, and rest when possible in between bursts of fabulous growth.
When things feel ho-hum and that peddling the bike is a bit wearisome you need to get your jollies by reminding
yourself that all your efforts will be totally worthwhile as you are setting up useful new structures and systems to
underpin your outcomes for many years to come! It is time to give up the belief that “life is hard” and that you
must push relentlessly and begin to tap into your higher intuitive nature that allows you to unite that wonderful
clever left brain of yours with your right brain imagination!
Your ruling planet Mercury joins the team of planets in Aquarius from January through to March so heads up for
major stimulation and fresh possibilities in this first 3 months of 2021!
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Greetings ‘lovely Libra’ as we head into 2021 as Jupiter and Saturn in
Aquarius bring us a revolutionary new phase in human affairs, after the
2020 completion of a 500-year cycle.
Yes, the collective crisis we are passing through actually contains a
marvellous opportunity to completely revise the values that run our world
and this fresh wave of Aquarian force is just what we need to do this!
The big shifts on the way begin in January as structural Saturn meets lucky Jupiter to begin their new cycle, and
they have not met here since 1226. This was the beginning of the Medieval era as the geo-political chess game of
the Renaissance world gave birth to the material world model that has driven our culture ever since.
Personally, you have just completed a tough 3 years as the big planets in Capricorn challenged you to restructure
and to strengthen your relationships and family systems, and how you interact with your world. So, heads up as
this Aquarian story is great news for you as these AIR energies are happily aligned with Libra.
You are the second of the AIR signs and along with your fellow Gemini and Aquarius you are the ideas people who
stimulate ideas and connect us to share and communicate the information that drives us. Your particular skill in
this AIR system involves social relationship and the bringing together of people and their contrasting views.
This is why you are called the ‘peacemakers’ of the Zodiac and your fields of expertise bring us the diplomats and
deal makers, along with the business function or PR and marketing. You are great at selling things if you believe in
them, right? So on with the low down on what’s happening in your world in 2021!
Jupiter’s 12-year cycle around the Sun brings him to each zone of our lives for a year and in 2021 he lights up
your 5th House of ‘leadership, creativity, children, speculation, and fun & joy’. His job is to expand our lives and
his frequency amplifies and enlarges whatever he touches…after all he is the biggest dude in the solar system.
After the past year with so much focus on home and family it’s now time to have
some fun and enjoy yourself, to play and party and free up your ‘inner child’ to
release spontaneous joy!
This is a naturally spontaneous position for you with great opportunities to grow
your confidence and dare to be authentically you. You will feel a fresh sense of
excitement and ready for adventure and of course this is also a fab time to enjoy
your kids and for some there may be a small addition on the way. We all need
healthy recognition and approval for our inner child to develop confidence, so you aren’t getting it in your current
situations then you must learn to give it to yourself!
This is also a great phase for group/team developments & zaps you into an inspiring year of ideas for reinvention,
with a general call to make your impression felt in community activities.
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This zone is also known as the ‘house of speculation’ so is traditionally is lucky for windfalls and is one of the few
periods when you can trust that your risk taking is supported by the Universe! It’s also fab for launching creative
projects especially in February when SIX planets line up in Aquarius on the New Moon.
This is also the ‘house of love affairs’ so good fun on the way for you singles out there, and let’s not forget it is the
house of ‘children’ thus an excellent time to welcome a new bub…just watch out on those love affairs OK? So,
there’s all the fab news from Jupiter.
Now we need to add his mate Saturn to your story as he is also in Aquarius in 2021 - through to late 2023 - in
this same area of your world…the 5th House.
Thus, Saturn will be following behind Jupiter through this same Zone, and his job is to develop and build outcomes
for you from Jupiter’s wonderful creative spurt. If you’ve been on the planet long enough to be able to check back
to 1991-94 for clues for what’s on offer this time, then please do so…and if not, then welcome to your first
encounter with Saturn in your creativity zone as he is about to help you face your fear of being amazing!
His process brings up any old issues that have been holding us back because we think we’re not creative enough or
didn’t get safe messages when we were kids that supported our healthy ego…you know acknowledgement,
approval and all that stuff.
This is why the 5th House is the realm of children, both our physical kids and our inner kid…who may not have had
the chance to play and be a kid and has been waiting for permission to enjoy life. So “life is fun” is your mantra to
help build the confidence and joy that allows passion to be the source of your creativity.
Libran creativity brings us some of the most beautiful and wondrous features in our
world as you are the designers and architects who seek to ‘uplift the human
condition’. I call you kids the ‘style kings & queens’ of the Zodiac and this Aquarian
phase will launch an amazing fresh Zeitgeist in fashion and design.
In terms of 5th house leadership potential, you are the peacemakers and diplomats
whose job is to bring people together, and in our highly polarized world never has
this ‘come together’ co-operative feature been more important right?
Whatever your field Saturn can bring an increased level of responsibility or authority and asks you to set goals,
own your ambition and work hard toward your success as an individual!
Saturn’s passage here also brings your kids into focus and you will notice an increased sense of duty or karmas to
your small people between 2021 and 2023. Sometimes they simply need more support than usual through
circumstances, or perhaps they need your best parenting to help them face their own fears of leaving the nest and
individuating. So, giving them lots of approval and “I have faith in you” messages are essential and not being a hard
or authoritarian parent. Your job is to motivate them to believe it is safe for them to grow up and be fabulous.
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You are considered the ‘deepest’ of the ‘feeling’ WATER signs and your ruling
planet is Pluto Lord of the Underworld. This explains why you kids are the
penetrating detectives of our world, who love nothing better than digging around
in ‘mysteries’ and finding out what’s really going on behind the scenes of life.
It also explains why your essential process involves the correct use of ‘power’ and
by extension when we apply the Scorpio process collectively, then the power
forces that run our world via the tools of money and control of resources. During 2020 planets in Scorpio had a fine
time digging up all manner of secrets and misdemeanours lurking in the underworld of society, and the thing all
scandals reveal is people who are mis-using power in some way right?
So, as we head into 2021 with Jupiter and Saturn blazing a fresh path through the sign of Aquarius, we have an
amazing new set of ingredients to begin the radical re-invention of our world over coming years – ‘the new
intellectual revolution’ is on the way. So back to what does this mean about you in these changing times.
Every 12 years Jupiter, planet of positive expansion and growth comes calling to each zone of our life and he
now sweeps into your 4th house of “foundations, home, family, emotional safety, nourishment and love”. This
is a once in 12-year foundation phase as his purpose is to enhance your sense of inner security and belonging so
you feel emotionally safe so you can build your life over the next six years toward the big success and results when
he enters your 10th house in 2027! As ‘freedom’ is the Aquarian mantra it’s time to free up and move forward.
So, he is right at the bottom of your chart now, which explains why you’ll feel extra
feeling ‘nesty’, so this is a wonderful year to spend your energies motivating and
inspiring your home and family or using your home base for new creative activities.
Jupiter is such a positive dude who brings his optimistic vision and urge for expansion
and growth so this year is fab for renovating, buying & selling real estate, or you may
invite exotic new and interesting people into your home.
Typically, you wave goodbye to kids who are ready to fly and welcome new bubs when
Jupiter transits this zone of your life. Jupiter reminds us that sometimes our family is not connected by blood but
are the friends we call family, so please welcome people into your home who need your generosity!
Just a reminder that as he heads through this foundational zone of your life may also keep you ‘down on the farm’
without a push for outer world career ambition, so if this is how you are inclined that’s cool. This could be quite
literal my friends as we head into a boom in sustainability options in 2021 as we get serious about healing our
natural world, so maybe it’s time for that neighbourhood veggie patch or heading out of the city?
The New Moon in Aquarius on Feb 12th brings us SIX planets in Aquarius, so this opens new options big time!
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Saturn in Aquarius is the other big player in the 2021 story as he asks us to get serious about taking care of
humanity! He now also heads into your 4th House of “home and family” for the first time in 29 years and he will
be here until late 2023. If you’re old enough to remember back to 1991-93 you’ll see this period brought major
developments to your family systems, and for you young Eagles then this is your first time.
Before we go on a quick reminder that Saturn has just spent 2015 through 2017 in your communications sector
helping you grow up and become much stronger about expressing your-self and your ideas, so I encourage you to
see the positive implications of the great process of growth and improvement that can Saturn brings us!
Saturn highlights responsibility themes, so this may have you having to go the extra yards
to support family members, so if things start feeling a bit heavy or tedious just remember
‘this too will pass grasshopper’, as you are holding a steady force for your family group.
Re-structuring both your physical and emotional foundations is the key here, so there’s
the obvious possibility of changes of residence, or building and renovation especially this
year with Jupiter’s positive force on side. Saturn does make 3 hard aspects with ‘change
agent’ Uranus in your partnership zone on Feb 17th, June 14th, and Dec 24th so if it is time to let go of a current
relationship these can be dates to watch as you give thanks and move on.
Over the next few years, the Aquarian essence involving ‘groups and communities’ will inspire heaps of people to
let go of the old conventions of the ‘nuclear family’ living separate lives with neighbours next door they never talk
to and work with to build community. One of the casualties of our time is separation & loneliness, right? So, keep
this in mind when you start thinking about where & how you would like to live!
Part of the family re-structuring may also involve allowing others to take responsibility for their own lives when
they need to i.e., beyond the age of 24! If you have still got adult kids at home, it can be very empowering for you
all by giving them the ‘4 Permissions’ from Family Therapy…they are great for us all as sometimes it is us who
needs to leave home!
1. You can go

2. We have faith in you

3. We will miss you

4. But we will be OK!

Sometimes we need to say these to ourselves! I can go. I have faith in me. I will miss them & they will be OK.
When Saturn is at the base of our chart, we are deep in personal territory and worldly outcomes are not our
primary focus. So, the most important outcome from this once in 28/9-year phase is your chance to create new
‘safe inner foundations’ upon which you can build future goals and dreams to be reaped in 14 years when he
arrives at the top of your chart…your career outcomes.
And finally. It will help you enormously to re-program any old issues you may have that you do not deserve
support from others! So, your mantra is “It is safe for me to now find the balance between giving support and
being supported”.
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Greetings dear Archers as we say goodbye to the heavy restrictive 2020 story
and head into the most awesome year of change and re-invention we have
experienced since way back in 1226 – yes 800 years ago. The contrast between
the Capricorn era we are leaving and the Aquarian era just dawning could not
be greater as we welcome Jupiter and Saturn into Aquarius to awaken a new
era in human consciousness.
You are the last of the three FIRE signs – first comes Aries who activate new energy, then we have Leo who
creatively drives the energy, and then you guys distribute the energy out into the world. This why you are the
‘disseminators’ who blow the seeds of fresh life into the sky, and whose innate urge to travel and explore the
horizons of the mind and the world takes you far and wide in your quest for understanding.
By nature, you are optimistic and enthusiastic in this quest for life’s meaning and you are the teachers and ethical
leaders who must display moral courage as you remain tolerant and wise in all your dealings. You are the story
tellers who tend do things to extremes as you love the big picture, and no matter how close to the edge you push
things you know that because you were born under a ‘lucky star’ all will be well. So, on that note let’s move on to
explore just how your 2021 offers your brand-new script.
Your ruling planet is Jupiter, so wherever he is travelling is uber important for you! He is the guy who expands our
possibilities and opens new opportunities so we can strike forward into fresh territory. He has a 12-year cycle so
spends a year in each area of our lives.
In 2021 Jupiter lights up your 3rd House – the zone of ‘ideas, communication, connectivity, teaching, siblings &
short distance travel’ – or what I simply call the ‘mind & mouth’ sector. So, think back to 2009 for echoes on this
cycle. What was happening then for you & how did your expand your worldview - what new things did you learn?
So, his supercharged energy will bring a busy stimulating year with
opportunities for learning, teaching, writing, and publishing and to extend
your social connections. You spent most of 2019 learning new approaches for
growing your financial security whilst he was in your ‘money house’. Now it is
time for fresh motivation and ingredients to enhance your networks and
release your work into the world …and to make sure your words and ideas
carry your highest meaning and purpose.
Jupiter is known as ‘the lucky planet’ and his fortunate rays bestow a positive optimistic spirit, much needed after
this past two years managing serious planets in Capricorn! He brings opportunities for travel and adventure in this
sector so make sure your overnight bag is ready for quick outings, and with his urge to expand your learning curve
to grow your future, you are in seminar junkie territory! Jupiter absolutely love BIG ideas and interesting people
and networks so stay nimble and alert for incoming fab connections!
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The big deal from Jupiter in Aquarius this year brings us a huge new wave of the ‘consciousness revolution’ that
will awaken squillions of people beyond the old conservative order and the hideous broken corrupt systems. This is
where you come in Sag as the visionary spokespeople, writers and educators who must use this new era of
connectivity to mobilize people to think beyond the programmed boxes the old system has created for us.
2021 opens a new freedom and liberty phase in human consciousness where the ‘new cool’ will be sustainable
models and products that honour the interconnectedness of humanity and nature can bring prosperity to the 99%
- not just the 1%. So off you go my Saggie friends this is the year you have been waiting for!
Just remember downside Jupiter is a bit of a ‘know it all’ so strive for a wise and non-reactionary approach, and the
other thing he does is ‘promise more than he can deliver’ by taking on too many opportunities on offer, so watch
out for this one, and he can make you feel like ‘nothing can go wrong’ so wow I’m cool let’s go, only to discover
you have over-reached yourself or taken on more than you can manage.
Remember you are also dealing with Saturn in Aquarius now moving into this same sector of ‘mind and mouth’
until late 2023. His 29-year cycle means he is returning here for the first time since 1991 to late 1993. What did
you achieve then? Or if you’re a youthful archer this is your first cycle!
‘The Lord of Structure & Form’ now brings you a marvellous opportunity to
refine and develop the opportunities Jupiter is opening. In a nutshell you must
now develop the power and strength of your ‘mind & mouth’!
Start with giving up old negative self-talk and repetitive unhelpful thoughts and
words. I mean it is obvious that if we say the word ‘worry’ a lot we’re going to
be anxious…right? So, whenever an old self-limiting thought pops us close your
eyes and send a positive supportive message to this sub-personality.
In terms of your old unconscious patterns, you’ll be aware of your ‘inner critic’ doing overtime as Saturn brings up
fears of not being ‘clever or bright enough’ or ‘I am not heard and understood’’. The re-programming for this one is
“I am now heard & understood”! Say this several times each day.
This can also introduce a three-year study or writing phase for a knowledge upgrade as Saturn wants to get his
teeth into something important and will apply himself to achieve results once you set a goal, and as Sag is the
author it may be time to write your book! It is also about finding and committing to a cause that you believe in.
The other connection here involves using Saturn to create important social network connections with people and
groups who are aligned with your objectives. The Aquarian timings can bring rad new people and ideas and
solutions to support your growth, with a fab alignment allowing easy supportive change to finally resolve areas
where you may have felt stuck or frustrated. It is time to seek eclectic and innovative knowledge to free us all from
old conditioning and upgrade the collective consciousness.
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Your sign has been in the spotlight over the past several years and especially
in 2020, as the big planets in Capricorn did their thing to bring our planet to its
knees so we could all stop and minute and take stock of the many issues that
are due for a major overhaul! It has been hard and tough in so many ways, but
it was also the completion of a 500-year cycle from the early 1500s…and the
birth of a new one!
And now it is time to move on toward the future as we welcome the awesome revolutionary force of Jupiter
joining Saturn in Aquarius in 2021. This brings us another huge cycle shift as they open a new 200-year period of
their meetings in the AIR signs after 200 years in EARTH. This has driven our evolution to own and control
resources to help us feel safe and secure but has also come at the price of misuse of our beautiful natural world.
You are one of the EARTH signs along with your fellow Taurus and Virgo mates so your role in society is to build
useful practical solutions for our world. Capricorn is the sign of political and economic ‘governance’ sitting at the
‘top’ of the Zodiac system thus you are the people who hold authority in the models that run our planet.
This is why you are naturally business orientated and often hold positions of responsibility. You know how to set
goals and build structures and will work really hard to achieve outcomes, with great strength and endurance when
times are tough…the tough get going right? You’ve just done 2020 with Jupiter in your sign opening a new 12-year
life cycle, hence the urge to expand your horizons and move into fresh territory. I hope you felt inspired to step
forward and invite new opportunities even if this was the result of the restrictive forces bringing this about!
Jupiter now he heads into your 2nd House of ‘values, money, resources and how you earn your living’ until
December 2021. The classic reading for Jupiter here is lucky stars around money…good fortune…winning things
and all that stuff…yay. But even if you don’t win the lottery stay alert to incoming ideas and info that make you
smarter about money in general and what to do to help your material world grow from here.
Jupiter also asks you to get clear about what matters to you i.e., your values, so you know where to direct your
prosperous intentions. As Jupiter brings luck and good fortune, then generally financial areas will grow with a word
of caution that Jupiter likes to spend big and not necessarily wisely…so take note…and if opportunities arrive for
big profits that seem too good to be true, then then they no doubt are!
Sometimes we need to invest in our projects and spend a few bucks for future outcomes in 4 years’ time, so this is
fine as long as you are not too over the top and waste funds. See if you save some instead!! Jupiter in Aquarius is
encouraging you to take risks, be entrepreneurial, try something new and experiment with innovative ideas and
money-making projects. Aquarius involves community and group projects so keep this in mind.
As Jupiter also rules higher learning, teaching writing & publishing it’s smart to do some research about the big
changes on the way for global financial systems, or if you’re already onto it then it is time to share your knowledge.
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He is one of the big players along with Saturn in the 2021 revolutionary process and together they will forge new
financial empires personally and globally to expand our old-outmoded world views. Here is your once in a lifetime
opportunity (because he will never be here with Saturn again!) for a green light for releasing visionary ventures.
So, let’s bring Saturn into your story as he now also begins to slide through this same zone the 2 nd House of
money and resources – until late 2023. Check back into your memory banks for his previous visit between 1991/3
for insights for your evolution then, or if you are a young Goat then this is your first time. He is your ruing planet so
wherever he is travelling is extra important for you!
Saturn has been a major player in the unfolding global story between 2017 & 2020 as his restructuring process has
impacted the whole socio/economic systems globally. So yes, he is a serious dude who now asks you to re-shape
and re-define your “money, resources and values” so you can set new foundations to ensure you are ‘secure’.
Traditionally Saturn here is considered a restrictive force, purely in the sense that he makes us very pragmatic and
brings reality checks as to how prosperous we believe we have the right to be. This process is meant to offer us a
chance to re-fine and re-structure existing earning sources, clean up debt and live within our means.
This is actually a general call for our whole global financial system, which is tenuous to say the least. The other
feature is pragmatic investment of resources toward the development of your goals so if you need to invest in
equipment or added resources then do so. The caution is not to buy into risky speculative get rich quick
schemes…because you won’t as previously mentioned with Jupiter.
He offers another major gift here so you can re-structure and re-program any
old unconscious beliefs that are blocking your ‘prosperity consciousness’.
Who would you be if you were financially prosperous? Your re-programming
on this one is “It’s safe for me to be successful and prosperous”.
Or if you already have this sorted and you’re very prosperous then what are
you meant to do with your wealth? How do you use your resources to uplift
and transform your world in some way? Saturn in your money house can also be a 3-year period where you are
consolidating toward successfully achieving your financial goals. He connects with revolutionary Uranus in Taurus
(the money sign) Feb 17th, June 14th, Dec 24th. These are not good dates to speculate or take financial risks but
can be times to ‘free up’ old patterns.
The other big theme here involves the words ‘security’ and ‘values’ so Saturn may bring up your survival issues and
show you how to establish healthy foundations by being aware of and using resources effectively. So, your goal
now is to explore this by getting clear about what you really need and what you don’t. It’s time for a whole new set
of values…or perhaps the return to values that honour the correct use of resources to support everyone…not just
those who make huge profit at the expense of people and planet.
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So, my friends as we head into 2021 it is with great excitement that I
announce that ‘we’ are finally free to step into this brand-new phase in our
lives (yes, I am an Aquarian!) after what feels like endless patience we have
had to manage over the past few years, as both Jupiter and Saturn are now in
our sign to launch us forward in 2021.
These two ‘societal planets’ underpin the evolving Zeitgeist, and they are
opening a new open a 200-year period to take us into the Age of Aquarius. It is time to move beyond ‘separation’
and be driven by the ideals of ‘unity consciousness’, co-operation and co-creation with equal rights for all.
2021 is a game changer in every sense as this fresh wave of Aquarian impulse will revolutionize our world on many
levels after the 2020 ‘the crisis we needed to have’ so we can finally demand that our political and business
systems start doing things differently! I mention this as we Aqua people are indeed the ‘revolutionaries’ of the
Zodiac who carry the seeds of change to upset outdated models and bring the progressive ideas to re-invent them!
Aquarius is the last of the three AIR signs where we meet the highest potential of AIR by tapping into ‘higher mind’
to download fresh stimulus and pour this out into humanity…hence the Water Carrier…the waters of knowledge.
Aquarius is also a FIXED sign along with our Leo, Taurus, and Scorpio friends. Between us we offer the qualities of
Taurus VALUES, and the correct use of Scorpio POWER, and Leo EGO, for something greater than just ourselves
and release the confining lower nature where we desire to possess and control. Quite the tall order my friends. So,
here is to our work in humanitarian service as we lead to the way for people to learn this lesson!
We have just spent the past three years with planets ‘behind the scenes’ building inner strength and gestating
knowledge, tools, and projects to empower our future outcomes in preparation for bold new adventures in 2021.
Lucky Jupiter now charges through Aquarius for the first time since 2009. We each get a turn at playing in
Fortuna’s garden every 12 years, so please enjoy his gifts as you open a major new 12-year expansive growth
cycle in your life. Think back to 2009 for insight into what happened last time PLUS you are 12 years older and
wiser this time with lots of wisdom and experience under your belt.
So, your new best friend is a guy called Jupiter! Get a picture of him, put it on the fridge or desk, and pay homage
every day, as he’s the guy who is about to upgrade you to a completely new plateau of optimism and enthusiasm
for life no matter how weird things are ‘out there’, and with the Aquarian urge for freedom and liberation on high
charge you are ready to claim your high originality and ‘dare to be different’ essence more than ever before!
This is a birth point in your life as he is now in your 1st House where we release our impulse out into the world and
make our impression felt, so, give yourself heaps of positive nurture to build your confidence over the next year to
really start believing that you deserve the fabulous future opening now.
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The question becomes what drives your goals and ambitions from here and how can you expand your possibilities?
What gets you motivated and matters most to you asks Jupiter as he inspires us to our purpose and meaning for
life? As Jupiter is a horizon expanding force this can arrive both physically and mentally to expand your world view
with learning & study to increase your skills, or this can also be you ready to share or teach in your chosen field.
The New Moon on Feb 12th is incredibly special as we have SIX planets in Aquarius, so this is heads up for major
changes and reforms in the collective, and for us personally offers a fab launch date for initializing project launches
or making changes in your life that allow for greater freedom and room to explore new territory OK?
As Jupiter awakens and opens new possibilities, we also have Saturn following behind him in Aquarius for the
next three years until late 2023. So, he also opens a fresh re-birth cycle, but this time is a big one…29 years…as
he has not been here since 1991 to late 1993. Check your memory for this last cycle for insights this time. For me it
was when I started my first Astrology & Metaphysics School!! This time I am launching my on-line Course.
His last visit here gave us the www that revolutionized society, and his quick visit from April to June 2000 brought
us Covid and social distancing that forced us to connect via social and digital platforms. We also saw the ‘new
space race’ kick in. I mention this to show just how important the Saturn structural changes can be!
Our Sun is the ‘centre’ providing our vital life force and sense of identity.
Who am I as a unique individual and how am I meant to use my creative
impulse? Thus, when Saturn unites his force with our Sun, he asks us to
examine who we think we are up until now, so we can see what areas we
have outgrown. What do we need to change?
He offers a period of personal growth to allow you to set new goals for the future and take stock of what and
whom you wish to take forward with you. He also brings up our fears and limiting beliefs so we can re-program
these and ‘give birth’ to a new improved model of who we are. Hence the positive spin on Saturn as our teacher,
and if we embrace him, he brings the gift of maturing into a more conscious individual. If we deny him, he will
appear to limit us until we put our big girl/boy pants on and take responsibility in the world
Aquarian issues involve being ‘the outsider’ who fears rejection if we dare to be the clever inventive change agent
rebels we are meant to be! So, if this is still an issue for you do some re-programming for this ‘voice’ to support
yourself to believe it is safe to be different and the world is ready for the inventive creative force you carry, and if
they reject you (the status quo always rejects new ideas right?) then that’s cool because you are going to do it
anyway, and join with your tribe of like minded individuals who dare to bring in the ‘ideas whose time has come’!
As Aquarius rules community groups, grass roots movements, and progressive environmental causes that uplift or
improve society Jupiter & Saturn will drive a fresh wave of all of the above so stay alert for where are how you are
inspired to join in. Have an awesome year my friends!
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Greetings dear Fishy ones as we venture forth into our unknown future as a
brand new wave of innovation and change is on the way courtesy of expansive
Jupiter meeting structural Saturn in the sign of Aquarius. This opens a 200-year
period of these boys meeting in AIR signs as we head toward the Age of Aquarius.
The good news is we can now wave goodbye to the heavy energies from the
meeting of Saturn with Pluto in Capricorn last year, which did indeed begin the transformational breaking down
process of our old-world view where greed and profit have ruled the day. The last time they met in 1518 gave rise
to the Protestant Reformation and the Catholic worldview that had been in power for 1000 years was challenged.
So, it’s really important to know that we are now in a growing Spiritual revolution that has been underway since
2012 when your ruling planet transcendental Neptune entered your sign. This is an outpouring of the desire within
all humans for the return of a more compassionate society beyond the endless drive for outer world success at the
expense of people & planet.
OK so how does this all apply to you? Well as you are the ’highest expression’ of the feeling-based WATER signs
you are the ‘spiritual’ leaders of the Zodiac. Your job is to embody and walk the talk of the many areas associated
with ‘wholeness & wellness’, whether this be as a carer for the physically ill or working in the psyche/mind areas to
heal and restore mental health, or just as a person who uses compassion & gratitude as your daily guide. You are
the much needed ‘softening agents’ who strive to keep the conversation alive about the rights and needs of the
vulnerable in our world. This is particularly relevant as you head into 2021 as you shall see.
Every 12 years the Jupiter Lord of positive karmas, growth and expansion visits each sector of our lives, and he
now spends 2021 in the sign of Aquarius in your ‘12th House of Spirituality, inspiration, imagination, & solitude’.
Jupiter is the expanding principle, and he is the seeker after knowledge, wisdom, and truth whose job it is to share
this with the world to enlighten the ‘collective mindset’. He brings a fantastic fresh wave of positive force to your
inner psyche, which can also include increased psychism and connection to ‘divine source’ or galactic source
consciousness. As by nature you love privacy and to be ‘far from the madding crowd’ this suits you just fine!
Also fab for artistic imaginative work and periods of retreat in spiritual ashram type places with cool teachers. As
Jupiter’s urge is to expand our horizons then we also have a fab year to study mind/body health modalities, or
Psychotherapy . How about with me in my Universal Astrology e-Course? Or perhaps it is time to start teaching
and sharing your knowledge?
Meanwhile as I’m talking about time ‘behind the scenes’ and inner growth and all that stuff, Jupiter in Aquarius will
also stimulate your 6th House of ‘daily work and service’ so between periods of rest and time out, you will be quite
busy taking advantage of growth opportunities in your everyday work areas.
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Generally, this 2021 Jupiter period is about letting go and releasing a major 12-year cycle as you also prepare and
gestate behind the scenes in preparation for when Jupiter enters Pisces in 2022.
Saturn has the 28/9-year major life cycle that underpins the steady development of aspects of our nature as he
passes through the 12 signs and houses of our chart every 3 years or so.
He is also in the sign of Aquarius so now also slides into this same zone of your life the 12th House of inner
psychic spaces and connection to our higher spiritual nature so we can ‘commune’ with our intuitional guidance.
and he will be here until late 2023.
Thus, on one level your journey over the next three years takes you ‘off the boil’ from major worldly outcomes, as
this 12th house three-year period marks the completion of a cycle that began way back in 1991-93. Check your
memory banks for insights for now or if you are a younger fish then this is your first experience of Saturn here.
So, this is a gestational period where you are releasing the past and also using your
imagination and psychic skills to ‘dream up’ new goodies for your re-birth from 2024
when Saturn enters Pisces, and you begin a major new 29-year life phase.
Without a proper relationship with our intuitive guidance systems, meditative practices,
and mind-management we cannot be a whole person. So, this is about getting in touch
with our inner guru and studying ‘energy psychology’ so you can empower yourself through greater self-awareness
and mindfulness. Just remember the most powerful force in the Universe is LOVE and then comes GRATITUDE!
This beautiful period offers us the chance for ‘inner work’ to learn how to master your mind and anxieties and
generally become a calmer fish as you seek insight and inspiration for your future direction. This can also be an
excellent phase for entering therapy as you explore your own psychological nature, or indeed if you have been
studying these areas for a while it may be time to step up into your ‘authority’ and begin to practice!
Sometimes Saturn in this zone brings us Karmic contracts we need to honour or complete so may bring us a role as
a carer for a family member or friend. If this comes along, please remember it is a gift that will bring great rewards.
This is a time for clearing away the past and completing projects in readiness for a new start so important
elements of your life may begin to pass away and activities that used to work well may no longer do so. So, don’t
freak out as this process unfolds as this is a ‘gap’ period between the old and the new. The ‘gap’ can be
uncomfortable if we are attached to being in control and in the world with as an achiever.
Use this time to reflect on what you have achieved and forgive yourself for apparent failures. My silly joke here is
that ‘you are pregnant with yourself’ and in confinement so cherish this preparation time as things will spring into
fresh activity from 2022 when Jupiter arrives in Pisces to open a new 12-year cycle of growth. Even then you will
still have Saturn hanging out in your 12th House until 2024 to continue his support and development of your
spiritual gifts and skills.
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Maggie Kerr (AAT. APA. Dip. Couns.) is a leading Australian
Astrologer who has worked as a Counsellor, Teacher, Author
and Presenter for the past 35 years.
She has trained in the fields of Psychology, Psychotherapy,
Astrology, Metaphysics, Philosophy, Mythology, Energy
Healing, Past Life Therapy, Humanism and Ancient
Teachings.
Her unique blend of these subjects offers in-depth understanding of “the big picture” in human history and social
affairs, and our personal life purpose and challenges.
Maggie has been a pioneer in developing tools and techniques to identify and change limiting unconscious
patterns, to enable our full creative power so we may work with our Soul essence.
In her ‘spare time’ she researches historical global and cosmic cycles to offer her insights as a social commentator.
She has a beautiful daughter and son-in-law and gorgeous grandson and lives with her best mate Ziggy the cat on
the Gold Coast in Oz.
www.universalastrology.com.au to book personal sessions and sign up for her free newsletters.

I am excited to invite you to join my Universal Astrology E-learning Course. It contains the sum total of my 30+
years of knowledge & experience incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered Emotional Healing Models…with
webinars & lots of recordings!

If you would like to make a donation toward this article and my monthly newsletters I am very grateful to you.
Thank you so much and I wish you peace and love in your life in 2021
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